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Horizon - sustainability for the real World
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Educate & Clarify Investigate & Define Analyse & Assess
iNtroDuCtioN to Life CyCLe thiNKiNg researCh & QuaLitative assessMeNt Data assessMeNt & QuaNtitative aNaLysis

Workshop session
a critical part of starting down the road of sustainability is introducing your team 
and your company to life cycle thinking.

Life Cycle thinking
a design mindset: investigate and define yuour core product function, 
document the existing product life cycle, identifying problems and 
opportunities. then redefine the product system - designing a new life 
cycle.

Life Cycle management
from product to company: explore the application of LCM within your 
company, creating an environmental policy, a set of strategic priorities, 
objectives and targets that you can apply to your company.

tools & approaches
implementing change: understand environmental tools and approaches and 
where in the development process they can best be used.

suppLy ChaiN assessMeNt
Develop and visual view of your supply chain and evaluate options for reducing 
your footprint

CoMpLiaNCe, LaBeLiNg & staNDarDs iNvestigatioN
Create a clear view of the market your in, and ensure that your environmental 
assessments can clearly position your product with the key standards in the 
markets you operate.

iNput output iNvestigatioN
understand in clear terms the inputs and outputs of your processes before 
you undertake a full assessment, review areas that are opportunities for 
improvement and problems that can be practically dealt with.

CoMpetitor revieWs
Benchmark and learn from the leaders in your industry and sector, identify areas 
where they have focussed and why.

Life CyCLe assessMeNt

goaLs & sCope
Define the goal and scope of your Quantitative study. 
Define what your company wants to achieve and get out of the study. 
evaluate the scope and ensure there is available inventory data, or the 
ability to research data.

Define the boundary of your study, and any key considerations for the 
study.
Define the impact categories you will use during assessment and you 
will focus on.

iNveNtory aNaLysis
either find a relative database or create new Life cycle inventory data 
for detailed assessment. 

iMpaCt assessMeNt
undertake the assessment based on the LCi data and report.
evaluate scenarios for different product alternates

proDuCt visuaL suMMary
use impact assessment data to create visual assessments to be used for 
internal teams and decision makers

DefiNe Key eNviroNMeNtaL perforMaNCe iNDiCators 
(Kepis)
translate results into simple usable Kepi’s for design and development 
teams.
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WorKshop With Key MaNageMeNt CoMpiLeD researCh report DetaiLeD assessMeNt, resuLts & Kepi’s

Define your key products Core function
Document your future life cycles
Create a map of your environmental issues now, and into the future
Develop an effective environmental policy
prioritise the key environmental goals of your company
Determine objectives and targets
understand and determine what tools are best for your company

an visual map of your supply chain,and assessment of key areas for 
improvement relative to product structure
select the key compliance and standards that need to be met and exceeded.
identify gaps in existing product information
a detailed input/ouput assessment
a detailed review of industry leading products and brands.

a developed Life Cycle inventory for your product
the environmental impacts assessed and reported
Defined Key environmental performance indicators (Kepi) for ongoing 
product improvement and development teams.


